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Letter from the Executive Director

Engine launched twelve years ago, in what was a pivotal moment for Internet and technology 
policy: the defeat of  two online copyright bills that would have dramatically reshaped how Internet 
companies handle user content. In the last twelve years, several of  the policy fights seem to have 
stayed the same (check out our intermediary liability work on page 11 for proof), but the dynamics 
have changed dramatically. As the Internet industry, and a handful of  Internet companies, grew, so 
did skepticism of  the industry. That came with a willingness to change, or threaten to change, policy 
for wrongdoings—real and perceived—by some of  the largest companies, despite the harm those 
changes might cause for the entire ecosystem.

But the principle that prompted Engine’s founding in 2012 remains more relevant than ever today: 
startups need a seat at the table when we talk about Internet, technology, and entrepreneurship 
policy. On a wide range of  issues, as evidenced by the contents of  this report, the perspective of  
the tech industry’s small businesses is relevant, unique, and necessary. You might not be able to 
tell based on who gets headlines in the D.C. press or who gets invited to testify at “blockbuster” 
hearings, but startups usually have the most—and sometimes the only real—skin in the game when 
it comes to the issues we advocate on.

As always, Engine is focused on advocacy that combines not just our quantitative analysis and policy 
expertise, but also startup founders’ real experiences. At the beginning of  each year, we release an 
update to our policy framework, encapsulated in our Startup Policy Playbook and Startup Policy 
Agenda. Our playbook is meant to be a one-stop-shop for startups looking to learn about tech, 
Internet, and entrepreneurship policy and how policymaking and advocacy work. The agenda is 
a high-level overview for policymakers and their staff  of  the wide range of  issues that impact 
startups, and each issue page features a startup from somewhere across the country talking about 
that issue in their own words. 

One significant change between Engine’s policy framework last year and this year is the specific call 
out of  artificial intelligence issues. For Engine’s entire existence, we’ve had startups in our network 
developing and implementing AI models in all kinds of  products and services, often in innocuous 
and behind-the-scenes ways. And we’ve tackled the wide range of  policy issues that impact AI—
everything from data access and privacy, to intellectual property, to liability for user developed 
content, and more—throughout. But as generative AI models caught the attention of  the public 
and policymakers in 2023, more policy conversations are centered on a small set of  AI use cases and 
a set of  policy proposals that would have sweeping impacts, so we’re doubling down our efforts to 
interject the wide and diverse startup perspective into those conversations.

The sudden interest in AI was only one facet of  what defined the startup policy landscape in 2023. 
The fall of  Silicon Valley Bank, the increased state action on privacy and kids’ safety, changes in 
funding availability, multiple Supreme Court cases dealing with content moderation, and more all 
shifted, even subtly, how startups have to think about innovating and operating. As Engine’s small 
but mighty team of  six head into 2024 with those policy conversations continuing and new ones on 
the horizon, we’re grateful to the startups, ecosystem organizations, and funders that make our work 
possible.

Kate Tummarello,
Executive Director, Engine

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/65bc063f844a79676baa6949/1706821184324/2024_Playbook_Engine.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/65bc069d57e44c2e98dd97a5/1706821277824/2024_Agenda_Engine.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/65bc069d57e44c2e98dd97a5/1706821277824/2024_Agenda_Engine.pdf
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GRASSROOTS:
Congressional Startup Day
Engine coordinated another successful year of  Congressional Startup Day in August, bringing 
together dozens of  startups with their members of  Congress. This was our fifth year since 
revamping Congressional Startup Day in 2018 to make participation available to any Hill office 
that expresses interest, and this year felt like the first year since the pandemic that participants fully 
embraced in-person meetings, which are a great opportunity for things like product demonstration, 
roundtable discussions, and working space tours.

With the leadership of  co-chairs Reps. French Hill (R-Ark.) and Hillary Scholten (D-Mich.), we 
successfully organized 18 meetings. As always, Congressional Startup Day is an exercise in not just 
connecting lawmakers with constituents, but growing Engine’s network of  startup advocates. This 
year, we worked with multiple community builders in local ecosystems across the country, including 
the Las Vegas Global Economic Alliance/StartupVegas, which hosted Rep. Susie Lee, and Hera 
Hub, a San Diego accelerator with whom we worked with to provide Rep. Peters a meeting with 
five innovative woman founders. See more examples here, here, here, and here. Like in past years, 
we got great feedback from participating startup and ecosystem support organizations, including 
appreciation for matching startup constituents with lawmakers who were personable, knowledgeable, 
and who sit on relevant committees to the issues impacting their startups.

Annual Fly-In
In May, Engine held our annual fly-in, where eight startup founders from four states traveled to 
D.C. to urge Congress to pass a uniform, comprehensive federal data privacy law. The founders 
participated in a panel discussion about the impact of  a patchwork of  state privacy laws and the 
need for a federal privacy law, mingled with fellow tech policy professionals at our annual happy 
hour, and met with their members of  Congress, key committee staff, and leadership in both 
chambers. The fly-in was the culmination of  months of  work, including releasing our research in 
March on the costs of  varying state privacy laws and a letter from April with more than 60 startups 
calling on Congress to act.

#StartupsEverywhere
Throughout the year, Engine published our weekly profile series of  a startup founder or startup 
ecosystem member from across the country. In 2023, we featured 33 companies and organizations 
in 19 states. While the Engine grassroots team is the driving force behind these weekly profiles, 
the entire organization benefits by getting to hear directly from a new-to-Engine startup founder 
every week about the problems their startup is working to solve, the barriers they’ve faced in the 
startup ecosystem, and the ways policy can make the road to entrepreneurship easier. The full list 
and map of  #StartupsEverywhere profiles are available here, but some of  the ones that stand 
out from the year include Milwaukee, Wisconsin-based The Way Out (a platform focused on 
preventing recidivism by connecting justice-impacted seeking people who are looking for work 
and employers), Lander, Wyoming-based Global Response Systems (a platform for efficiently and 
securely transferring patient data across medical providers to improve patient care), Cleveland, Ohio-
based SweatID (a company making armband sensors to help athletes train better using electrolyte 
and biomarker monitoring), and Lafayette, Louisiana-based hampr (a gig economy laundry startup 
that creates opportunities for people like stay-at-home parents, military spouses, and retirees to earn 
money while doing customers’ laundry from their own home).

https://twitter.com/RepFrenchHill/status/1691472751700127744
https://twitter.com/RepScholten/status/1691562336845488161?s=20
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/theheatherbrown_yesterday-lvgea-svp-of-entrepreneurial-development-activity-7098304972068425729-xxpp/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/karina-martija-harris-she-her-hers-ba48a715b_collaborationovercompetition-tacoma-startups-activity-7099767172138246144-iWHE/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/next-upstate_startupgvl-publicpolicy-startupecosystem-activity-7097973797751820288-CBVB/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
https://twitter.com/SenatorDurbin/status/1691193718185869312?s=20
https://www.bizjournals.com/portland/inno/stories/news/2023/08/09/wyden-bynum-read-congressional-startup-day.html
https://engineadvocacyfoundation.medium.com/startup-founders-travel-to-capitol-hill-with-engine-to-talk-data-privacy-e4513ec72f64
https://twitter.com/EngineOrg/status/1656405819791925248?s=20
https://twitter.com/EngineOrg/status/1656659249307721730?s=20
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/6414a45f5001941e519492ff/1679074400513/Privacy+Patchwork+Problem+Report.pdf
https://www.engine.is/startupseverywhere
https://www.engine.is/news/startupseverywhere-milwaukee-wi-thewayout
https://www.engine.is/news/startupseverywhere-lander-wy-grs
https://www.engine.is/news/startupseverywhere-cleveland-oh-sweatid
https://www.engine.is/news/startupseverywhere-lafayette-la-hampr
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Startup Policy Seminars
In 2023, Engine continued our regular seminar series helping to educate startups on pressing policy 
issues that could impact them and ways to get involved in ongoing policy conversations. General-
ly, we select topics based on what policymakers are focused on, but also where we see the startup 
perspective as being particularly necessary to inform policy conversations. In January, we previewed 
a lot of  the policy debates set to unfold over the year with our release of  the Startup Playbook. In 
June, we hosted a seminar on policy impacting workforce mobility, including proposed changes to 
non-compete and independent contract policies. In October, our seminar on policy proposals on 
kids’ safety focused on how well intended legislation could require startups to collect more data from 
their users and could push startups to over-moderate user content. And in December, we held our 
final seminar for the year on how recent developments in trade policy could make it harder for U.S. 
startups to expand globally.

https://engineis.squarespace.com/s/Startup-Policy-Playbook-2023-bfa7.pdf
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/startup-policy-seminar-policies-impacting-talent-and-workforce-mobility-tickets-648315678647
https://engine.quorum.us/event/14825/?preview=qnm3BAJq4CScH3lwRCw8tTlZydtMYN7qpxn2303RfkqaV8NAn7GhrgOjWo8%3D/
https://engine.quorum.us/event/14915/
https://engine.quorum.us/event/14915/
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RESEARCH:
As always, Engine original research seeks to add to technology and innovation policy conversations 
by centering the startup perspective and letting startup founders explain the issues in their own 
words. In 2023, we released three research projects that did just that, touching on ongoing policy 
debates about acquisitions, privacy, and the interconnectedness of  the technology ecosystem.

In January, we published research with the Computer and Communications Industry Association 
on the “Tools to Compete”—or the free and low cost services that startups are using to build their 
businesses and reach their customers. The report tells the story of  how a diverse and dynamic 
ecosystem of  free and low-cost tools form the technology stack that virtually all startups with 
bootstrap budgets use to efficiently grow. By working together on this project, we were able to 
combine the quantitative deep dive that CCIA had done on cost savings with a survey of  Engine’s 
network of  startups as well as some narrative storytelling about how those cost savings helped 
startup founders launch and scale their companies.

In March, we released research—made possible by research assistance from the University of  
Michigan Ford School of  Public Policy Program in Practical Policy Engagement—on the impact 
of  the growing patchwork of  unique state data privacy laws on startups. Our research found that 
startups invest between $100,000 to in excess of  $300,000 on privacy compliance, and compliance 
costs increase by between $15,000 and $60,000 for each additional privacy framework that startups 
encounter. That’s in comparison to the $55,000 per month that the average seed-stage startup has 
to spend on all of  its costs (according to our 2021 research on the state of  the startup ecosystem). 
When we released the report, five states had enacted varying privacy laws, and another ten states 
passed comprehensive privacy laws in 2023, making the research about the costs of  varying state 
laws even more relevant heading into 2024.

And in September, we released Exits, Investment, and the Startup Experience: the Startup Voice 
on Acquisitions, an update to our research on the role acquisitions play in cycling capital and talent 
through startup ecosystems across the country, especially in places outside of  traditional tech hubs 
like Silicon Valley and New York City. While our 2022 report on acquisitions combined a rigorous 
quantitative analysis with stories from startup founders, we expanded on that report in 2023 to 
include perspectives from more founders as well as investors and ecosystem support organizations. 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/63d2b8d5bec96f502264fd1f/1674754266044/FINAL_CCIA-Engine_Tools-To-Compete.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/6414a45f5001941e519492ff/1679074400513/Privacy+Patchwork+Problem+Report.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/6414a45f5001941e519492ff/1679074400513/Privacy+Patchwork+Problem+Report.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/60819983b7f8be1a2a99972d/1619106194054/The+State+of+the+Startup+Ecosystem.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/650b4009bd4ce86537066b86/1695236356096/2023+Startup+Voice+on+Acquisitions.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/650b4009bd4ce86537066b86/1695236356096/2023+Startup+Voice+on+Acquisitions.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/6356f5ccf33a6d5962bc7fd8/1666643406527/Exits_Investment_Startup_Experience_role_of_acquisitions_Report_Engine_Startup_Genome.pdf
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SPECIAL PROJECTS:

Innovation For All
Last year was our second year into a two-year grant from the Marion Ewing 
Kauffman Foundation to support work advancing policies that would 
help startup founders from underrepresented communities—including 
Black founders, Indigenous founders, women, immigrants, rural founders, 
and more—succeed. Once every quarter for the duration of  the grant, 
Engine hosts a roundtable of  founders from a specific community to 

learn about the barriers members of  that community have faced and brainstorm policy solutions to 
alleviate those barriers. The grant will conclude in June 2024 with a report and fly-in event where 
participating founders directly advocate for those policy solutions.

In 2023, we hosted four roundtables: the first with immigrant founders and investors, who discussed 
challenges they faced with the U.S. immigration system; the second with LGBTQ+ founders and 
startup leaders who talked about barriers they’ve faced in the startup ecosystem including accessing 
traditional networks and opportunities for capital, the third with women founders, who discussed 
navigating predominantly male investor communities and disproportionate family care burdens; the 
fourth with founders from rural communities, who discussed difficulties accessing capital as well as 
the consequences of  inadequate and inaccessible broadband.

Between the roundtables, we work with founders who have participated in our Innovation for All 
roundtables and survey to voice their concerns to policymakers who are tackling relevant issues. 

• Following a related hearing in February, we worked with RAVN founder Tani Chambers to 
submit a letter for the record to the House Financial Services Committee discussing how the 
definition of  accredited investor—and attempts to narrow the definition—keeps would-be 
investors from underrepresented communities out of  the startup ecosystem, creating fewer 
opportunities for underrepresented founders to get needed funding. 

• In May, we worked with Inspirit founder Aditya Vishwanath to submit a letter to the Senate 
Commerce Committee about the role of  universal broadband—especially in schools and 
libraries through the E-Rate program—in making the startup ecosystem more equitable and 
closing the digital divide and the skills gap. 

• In July, we worked with Carter Malloy, founder of  Fayetteville, Arkansas-based AcreTrader 
to submit a statement for the record to the House Small Business Committee on the 
challenges faced by rural founders ahead of  a related hearing. 

• In August, following a Senate Small Business Committee hearing exploring the barriers to 
entrepreneurship that women founders face, we worked with Kathryn Rose, founder of  
Framingham, Massachusetts-based wiseHer, to submit a statement for the record discussing 
her own journey to entrepreneurship. (We also submitted a statement for the record for that 
hearing.) 

And finally, we worked throughout the year with founders to place op-ed pieces in local and 
community- and industry-specific publications stressing the need for policy to support 
underrepresented founders. 

• Starting in January, we worked with Productions.com founder Carolyn Pitt to place an 
 op-ed in BLAC Atlanta about the difficult path Black women founders face in trying to 

access capital. 

https://www.engine.is/innovationforall
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/649ede2156c080482fcf86f2/1688133153576/Copy+of+Innovation+for+All+_+LGBTQ%2B+Startup+Leaders+Roundtable_+What+We+Heard_1.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/64346ad31d539c3d06092981/1681156819155/Innovation+for+All+_+Women+Startup+Leaders+Roundtable_+What+we+Heard_Final.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/63e3d9c84a510c6e98eb7c47/1675876808240/Letters+for+Hearing_Tani+Chambers_Expansion+of+Accredited+Investor+Definition_2023.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/646fbc304dbee45d0de0da10/1685044272454/Vishwanath+letter+to+Senate+Commerce+5_24_23+%281%29.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/64bea567d48ea26078f647cc/1690215783136/Rural+entrepreneurship+hearing+-+Carter+Malloy+-+AcreTrader-2.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/64d3b2aead4f2571ee635441/1691595439081/Kathryn+Rose+-+Statement+for+the+Record.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/64d4fe222c46a05ec1add0cf/1691680290638/engine_-_senate_sbc_statement_for_record-2.pdf
https://atlanta.blac.media/business/want-more-problem-solving-solutions-invest-in-black-female-voices/
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• As part of  Women’s History Month in March, we worked with a founder in our network—
Lauren Marturano, founder and CEO of  Charlotte, N.C.-based Zinnia—to publish an op-ed 
highlighting the importance of  lifting up and supporting women startup founders, including 
through public policy. 

• In July, we worked with RAVN founder Tani Chambers to publish an op-ed in Technical.
ly about the role of  early stage investment in startups and how the definition of  accredited 
investor could be expanded to include investors from underrepresented communities, 
leading to funding opportunities for more startup founders.

• In September, as Congress faced multiple deadlines dealing with child care costs, we co-
authored an op-ed in The Hill with Motherly founder Liz Tenety about the need for 
Congress to permanently expand the child tax credit and pass legislation to avert the pending 
child care cliff, both of  which would help women founders participate fully in the startup 
ecosystem.

• In December, we worked with Courtroom5 founder Sonja Ebron to have an op-ed 
published in The Charlotte Post discussing recent legal attacks on programs and resources 
for underrepresented founders, including the lawsuit against Fearless Fund, which supports 
Black women founders.

 
Digital Entrepreneur Project:

Following the launch of  our Digital Entrepreneur Project—our attempt to 
center creators, sellers, storytellers and anyone else who uses the Internet 
to find an audience and grow a business in Internet policy conversations—
we’ve been steadily adding to our network of  digital entrepreneurs across 
the country. In January, we worked with 18 of  those digital entrepreneurs, 

as well as the Authors Alliance, to submit an amicus brief  to the Supreme Court as it considered 
Gonzalez v. Google. The brief  included stories—including from musicians, doctors, educators, 
and more—highlighting the ways that Internet platforms, and their ability to use algorithms to 
recommend relevant content to users, help creators find their audience.

https://www.womenadvancenc.org/2023/03/17/creating-spaces-for-women-entrepreneurs-in-nc/
https://technical.ly/diversity-equity-inclusion/accredited-investor-entrepreneurship-tani-chambers/
https://thehill.com/opinion/finance/4215033-want-to-expand-the-economy-and-boost-women-in-start-ups-expand-the-child-tax-credit/
https://www.thecharlottepost.com/news/2023/12/11/opinion/black-women-entrepreneurs-need-support-not-attacks/
https://www.digitalentrepreneur.engine.is/
https://engineadvocacyfoundation.medium.com/creators-defend-key-internet-law-to-the-supreme-court-9c37225b55ef
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POLICY WORK:

Access to Capital

There are a lot of  policy levers that can be pulled to change how and whether startups are able 
to access the capital they need to launch and grow. At the same time, unlike a lot of  other policy 
areas that Engine works on, most policy conversations impacting access to capital don’t involve 
the traditional large industry players and don’t get the same level of  attention. That means the 
perspective of  startups is not only particularly relevant but also unlikely to be echoed by others, and 
Engine dedicates a significant amount of  time and energy to these policy debates. 

One of  the major threads of  the debate around policies impacting access to capital in 2023 was the 
failure of  Silicon Valley Bank in March. In the short term, startup founders needed policymakers to 
step in and ensure their deposits would be available for things like payroll. But in the long term, the 
startup ecosystem needs policymakers to avoid overreacting with things like capital requirements 
that make banks less able to cater to startups’ unique financial situations and needs. In addition 
to our short term work centering the needs of  startups across the country as Silicon Valley Bank 
was put into receivership, we published a great explainer of  what happened, why it matters, and 
what policymakers should do next, informed by many conversations with founders. We made 
similar points to the House Small Business Committee in a statement for the record in September 
reiterating the importance of  credit access for startups and warning against policy changes that will 
make it harder for smaller and niche banks to continue operating.

Throughout the year, we amplified the startup perspective in the traditional and ongoing financial 
services policy conversations, including organizing a letter with 100 signatures from members of  the 
startup ecosystem in 36 states urging the House Financial Services Committee to advance legislation 
that would expand the accredited investor definition to make it easier for more people to invest in 
early stage startups. Along the same lines, Engine sent a letter of  support to the same committee 
as it considered the Helping Angels Lead Our Start-Ups Act Act, which would reduce regulatory 
barriers for startups participation in pitch competitions and demo days.

Finally, we dug deeply into the relationship between startups’ ability to access capital and policies 
that make eventual startup exits more difficult. As discussed above, we updated our research on 
the role of  acquisitions in the startup ecosystem, and we flagged the quantitative analysis as well as 
the startup stories as policymakers considered changes that would make acquisitions more difficult, 
time consuming, and expensive. The first was in comments to the Federal Trade Commission and 
the Department of  Justice on proposed merger guidelines, and the second was in comments to the 
Federal Trade Commission on proposed changes that would significantly increase administrative 
burdens associated with acquisitions. We also worked with Steven Cox—the founder of  Microsoft-
acquired startup TakeLessons—to write an op-ed discussing his acquisition experience and warning 
policymakers against making acquisitions more difficult because “[f]ewer acquisitions will lead to less 
capital for startups, less competition, and ultimately, fewer startups.”

https://engineadvocacyfoundation.medium.com/what-policymakers-need-to-know-about-the-svb-collapse-and-startup-fallout-a4dcfb3ee2e7
https://www.engine.is/s/Engine-House-Small-Business-Hearing-Statement-for-Record.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/64483792d3427d5e851fc11f/1682454418795/Financial+Services+%2B+Accredited+Investor+Letter_April_26_2023.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/646e58598b46f052714bf6a0/1684953177777/HALOS+Act+letter.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/650b51a1df1bae6cff2af199/1695240610456/Draft+Merger+Guidelines+Submission+09.23.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/651440c2cdd043660dd63988/1695826115137/Engine+HSR+Submission+09.27.pdf
https://dcjournal.com/policymakers-are-threatening-startup-success-stories/
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Artificial Intelligence

Artificial intelligence captured the imagination of  the public and policymakers in 
2023, though nearly all of  the conversations were focused on generative AI models developed 
either by or with the backing of  large technology companies. Startups in our network have 
been developing and using AI in their products and services for the better part of  a decade—in 
innocuous, diverse, and innovative ways—so we took every opportunity to remind policymakers 
that startups and their AI-based products and services should be front of  mind, especially if  
policymakers are considering proposals that would make it more expensive and difficult to develop 
and implement AI.

Throughout the year, we engaged with federal policymakers in Congress and several administrative 
agencies, encouraging them to pursue balanced frameworks that foster startup innovation and 
competition and are mindful of  the resource limitations that startups inherently face. That included 
a letter with other technology and small business groups to Congressional leadership in June, 
comments to the White House Office of  Science and Technology Policy’s request for comment 
on a National AI Strategy, and comments in response to the National Telecommunication and 
Information Administration’s request for information about responsibly regulating AI.

We also weighed in with similar points when the Copyright Office posed questions about how 
copyright law should apply to AI broadly and generative AI specifically. In our comments, we 
stressed the breadth and diversity of  the AI ecosystem, which goes far beyond the handful of  
generative AI companies that dominate the headlines, and warned against legal and regulatory 
frameworks that make it difficult and expensive for startups to innovate and compete. We also 
filed reply comments specifically pointing out how licensing requirements would hurt—not help—
competition and startups in the AI space, despite initial comments to the contrary, including from 
the Federal Trade Commission.

And throughout the year we kept the startups in our network apprised of  the quickly evolving and 
multifaceted AI policy conversations happening through regular updates on our blog. Two great 
examples are our deep dive blog post on how AI policy will impact startups and our examination of  
the Biden administration’s executive order on AI.

Connectivity

This past year saw the return of  several policy conversations related to net neutrality, 
or the principle that Internet service providers (ISPs) shouldn’t block or throttle 
lawful online content or charge Internet companies, including startups, for better 
access to users.

In Europe, the debate resurfaced over the summer, when the European Parliament voted in favor of  
a “sender pays” policy framework that would let ISPs charge Internet companies additional fees for 
the Internet traffic their users generate. This framework would violate the open Internet principles 
that have allowed the global startup ecosystem to flourish and would force startups—who already 
pay ISPs for Internet access—to pay ISPs to deliver their content to the users who are requesting it. 
We explained why this would harm startups that have users in Europe, including U.S. startups, in a 
deep dive blog post.

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/648c5ccf9d25546c8ba8e819/1686920399186/Letter-to-Congressional-Leadership-Hear-from-Small-AI-Businesses.pdf
https://engineis.squarespace.com/s/Engine-CAE-OSTP-AI-Comments.pdf
https://engine.is/s/Engine-Comment-AI-Accountability-FINAL.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/6541224062cc713bb5eea9d7/1698767424782/Engine+comments+to+CO+on+AI+NOI+10.23.pdf
https://engineis.squarespace.com/s/Engine-reply-comments-to-CO-on-AI-NOI-1223.pdf
https://engineadvocacyfoundation.medium.com/startups-and-ai-policy-how-to-mitigate-risks-seize-opportunities-and-promote-innovation-ab3e66cea78f?source=user_profile---------3----------------------------
https://engineadvocacyfoundation.medium.com/whats-in-the-ai-executive-order-and-what-does-it-mean-for-startups-3ae23059d518?source=user_profile---------0----------------------------
https://engineadvocacyfoundation.medium.com/paying-twice-the-persistent-proposal-that-could-upend-the-internet-and-increase-startup-costs-e9d9e4c6d653
https://engineadvocacyfoundation.medium.com/paying-twice-the-persistent-proposal-that-could-upend-the-internet-and-increase-startup-costs-e9d9e4c6d653
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Here in the U.S. the Federal Communications Commission—after years of  facing partisan grid-
lock—kicked off  a proceeding to reinstate strong net neutrality protections that will prohibit ISPs 
from blocking, throttling, and paid prioritization. As we did when the FCC firsted started to write 
similar rules in 2014 and again when the FCC repealed those rules in 2017, Engine weighed in citing 
the need for net neutrality protections to keep the Internet a level playing field for startups. Our 
comments pointed to the strong support for net neutrality protections in the startup ecosystem, 
including over a thousand ecosystem members opposing the 2017 repeal and dozens of  investors 
telling the agency that they invested, in part, because strong net neutrality protections meant ISPs 
couldn’t discriminate against traffic from their portfolio companies. 

Intellectual Property

In addition to the work related to copyright and artificial intelligence discussed 
above, we engaged with the Patent and Trademark Office throughout the year to 

encourage the agency to pursue policies that promote patent quality and to consider all startups—
even those that don’t hold patents themselves—as key stakeholders in the Office’s work. We began 
the year by submitting detailed comments on the PTO’s draft strategic plan, emphasizing that the 
agency needs to support all innovators, creators, and entrepreneurs—instead of  just focusing on 
patent owners and trademark registrants. Throughout the comments we highlighted stories and ex-
periences from startups, smaller online platforms, and digital entrepreneurs. (Our comments are also 
summarized in this blog post.)

And we weighed in specifically on how the PTO’s processes around examination and discretionary 
denial of  patent challenges should be altered to best promote high quality patents and prevent 
or remove low quality patents that are easily weaponized against startups. In February we filed 
comments on proposed patent examination initiatives aimed at improving patent quality, and we 
highlighted the positive impact such new initiatives could have on the startup ecosystem. Those 
initiatives include giving examiners more time to review applications, making it easier to find relevant 
prior art, and working to create more clarity around the scope and disclosure of  issued patents. Then 
in June, we filed comments in response to the PTO’s proposed rules on discretionary denials, which 
could make it harder for startups and others to challenge low quality patents at the Patent Trial and 
Appeals Board. Echoing the points we made earlier in the preceding, we explained how valuable the 
PTAB is for startups, both directly and indirectly. 

Intermediary Liability
Intermediary liability frameworks—especially Section 230—continued to dominate 
Internet policy conversations in 2023. As with everything we work on, we tried to 
interject into those conversations the perspectives of  the many and diverse startups 

that host and moderate user generated content and therefore rely on Section 230. On and off  of  
Capitol Hill, one of  the main threads of  the Section 230 debate was about children’s online safety 
and the role Internet platforms should play in proactively identifying young users and then scanning 
and filtering content before it reaches those young users. 

In addition to weighing in on these questions throughout the year—including in a letter to the 
Senate Commerce Committee, which advanced two related bills—we filed comments in November 
with the National Telecommunications and Information Administration about the role online 
communities—and the platforms that facilitate them—can play for young Internet users, especially 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/657bc95d472ce74254189fce/1702611293385/Engine+comments+to+FCC+23-320.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/657bc95d472ce74254189fce/1702611293385/Engine+comments+to+FCC+23-320.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/63e67da96906456dca03c07b/1676049833426/2023.02.10_Engine+Comments+on+USPTO+Draft+Strategic+Plan.pdf
https://engineadvocacyfoundation.medium.com/the-patent-and-trademark-office-should-work-for-everyone-415ec1c611fe
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/63daa6decc3075607011a003/1675273950899/2023.02.01_Engine+Comments+on+Robustness+and+Reliability+Docket+No+PTO-P-2022-0025.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/6499bdb70fb34b0511c633c4/1687797175623/Engine+PTO+ANPRM+comments+6.23.pdf
https://engineis.squarespace.com/s/KOSA-_-COPPA-20-Markup-Letter.pdf
https://engineis.squarespace.com/s/Engine-response-to-NTIA-RFC-on-Kids-Online-Health.pdf
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those in marginalized and underrepresented communities. Our comments also focused on the 
realities and inherent difficulties of  content moderation at scale and explain why a one-size-fits-
all approach to preventing young users from seeing “harmful” content wouldn’t work for a wide 
spectrum of  companies, communities, and contexts.

We also weighed in on the value of  intermediary liability frameworks multiple times in front of  
the Supreme Court in 2023. In January, we signed onto an amicus brief  in Gonzalez v. Google 
discussing the role of  Section 230 in enabling small, innovative platforms to host, moderate, 
and recommend content without fear of  ruinous lawsuits. In December, we authored an amicus 
brief  supporting the challenges of  the Texas and Florida social media laws. While those laws have 
thresholds that exempt startups, we explained in the brief  that laws aimed at larger companies that 
create significant compliance burdens—including through transparency and appeals requirements as 
well as through limitations on how platforms can moderate content—factor into startups decision 
making as they plan for growth. The brief  also discusses the importance of  platforms, especially 
small and niche platforms, having the ability to host and curate user content to keep their corners of  
the Internet safe, healthy, and relevant for their users.

And we returned to video games to try to drive some of  these points home. Building off  of  the 
success of  our first video game—Startup Trail, released in April 2022—we released Moderator 
Mayhem, a video game that puts players in the shoes of  content moderators at a startup, in May.
Unlike Startup Trail, which is a more immersive game with multiple metrics and objectives, 
Moderator Mayhem is all about deciding whether hypothetical pieces of  user generated content 
should stay on a startup’s platform or not. We got great feedback from the game, including at our 
launch event on Capitol Hill, in the press, and through a survey at the end of  the game, including 
players appreciating how complicated it is to write rules and laws about content moderation.

Privacy

This past year saw continued conversations about the need for a federal privacy 
framework, as more states passed and implemented their own privacy laws that 
continue to build a costly compliance patchwork for startups to navigate. As 

discussed above, we released research putting dollar figures to those costs, and we held our annual 
fly in on the issue in 2023. But we used several other opportunities throughout the year to call 
attention to the startup perspective on privacy. Ahead of  our fly-in, we organized a letter signed by 
more than 60 startups from 26 states calling on Congress to pass a uniform federal privacy law.

We also submitted comments to the National Telecommunications and Information Administration 
highlighting the need for a federal privacy framework to establish clear rules of  the road for startups, 
including those that look to serve gaps in the market for historically underserved communities. The 
comments were in response to the agency’s request for comment on privacy, equity, and civil rights 
and underscored the experiences of  many underrepresented founders creating specific, needed 
innovations for their communities.

And we elevated the startup voice in the press. We worked with Camila Lopez—a Florida-based 
startup founder—to write and publish an op-ed about how the current patchwork of  state-by-state 
privacy laws hinders innovation for companies like hers, and why it’s crucial for policymakers to pass 
a uniform federal privacy law.

https://www.supremecourt.gov/DocketPDF/21/21-1333/252665/20230119142111251_43070%20pdf%20Gellis.pdf
https://www.supremecourt.gov/DocketPDF/22/22-277/292605/20231207121646702_22-277_22-555_Amicus%20Brief.pdf
https://www.supremecourt.gov/DocketPDF/22/22-277/292605/20231207121646702_22-277_22-555_Amicus%20Brief.pdf
https://startuptrail.engine.is/
http://moderatormayhem.engine.is
http://moderatormayhem.engine.is
https://twitter.com/EngineOrg/status/1657053887377883137
https://www.pcmag.com/news/think-you-can-be-a-content-moderator-test-your-skills-with-this-game
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/6449bfb47a6f3804faa98c7f/1682554804667/Startups+%2B+Privacy+Letter.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/64062a56c7db15402b026539/1678125654256/Engine+NTIA+Comments+.pdf
https://www.floridadaily.com/camila-lopez-opinion-my-company-helps-people-understand-the-law-but-policymakers-are-making-this-harder/
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Talent
The end of  2022 and duration of  2023 saw a lot of  federal activity impacting 
worker mobility and flexibility, both of  which impact startups’ ability to hire 

necessary talent as they scale. At the very end of  2022, we filed comments with the Department of  
Labor, as well as a letter from startups and ecosystem members, warning that a proposed change to 
the way independent contractors are classified would make it harder for startups to hire the flexible 
talent they need as they grow. Startups encounter varying workloads and talent needs as they scale, 
and the ability to hire independent contractors allows companies on bootstrap budgets and with 
limited time and resources to parse complex regulations to get those talent needs met. We reiterated 
those points in a statement for the record to the House Small Business Committee in October.

On the other hand, we applauded the Federal Trade Commission’s proposal to significantly limit 
non compete agreements, which can lock up startup talent and prevent would-be founders from 
launching new companies. In our comments, we argued that overbroad non compete agreements 
stifle innovation, prevent talent mobility, and hinder startup formation.

We also interjected the startup perspective into ongoing immigration policy conversations in 2023. 
Early in the year, we filed comments to U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services on proposed visa 
fee increases, encouraging the agency to consider the impact the increases will have on startups, 
the vast majority of  which already have trouble accessing the immigration system to fill open and 
much-needed technical roles. And in December we provided substantive comments to the agency 
on proposed changes to the H-1B process, including supporting a clarification that startup founders 
with controlling interest can benefit from the H-1B program and supporting a change to allow H-1B 
holders to perform duties that are critical to startup activity but fall outside of  their “speciality occu-
pation.” The comments also raised concerns about some of  the proposed changes, including rede-
fining “speciality occupation” to include narrower degree qualifications, which could underestimate 
the value of  interdisciplinary backgrounds and work experience. We made similar points at a high 
level in a letter that we organized to USCIS that was signed by more than 20 startups and ecosystem 
support organizations.

Tax

The last year saw the effects of  ending two tax treatments that significantly helped 
startup founders and women startup founders, specifically, and Engine advocated 
throughout the year to restore those tax treatments for the benefit of  the startup 

ecosystem. The first was an end to immediate expensing of  research and development costs, which 
was written into a 2017 tax law but didn’t go into effect until 2023, meaning startups saw higher tax 
bills for the first time at the beginning of  the year. In June, we organized a letter to Congress calling 
for a return to immediate expensing for R&D costs that was signed by 66 startups from over two 
dozen states. The letter was entered into the record for several hearings that touched on the issue 
throughout the year and received press coverage for its focus on how the change impacts small 
technology companies specifically.

The second major change in tax law was the 2022 expiration of  the expanded child tax credit, which 
helped working parents generally—and entrepreneurs who are mothers, specifically—offset child 

$

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/639aaaaeb2324962ff7b5fe5/1671080622621/ENGINE+NPRM+-+IC+Classification+FLSA.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/639aaa80d5c6c1645007ba07/1671080576351/2022+DoL+Independent+Contractors+Startup+Ecosystem+Comments.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/653a94c8a5f2f8183eda900f/1698337992458/House+Small+Business+Hearing+Statement+for+Record+-+DOL+Rulemaking.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/643efcca92c89d3e76e8711d/1681849546779/Engine_FTC+Non-Compete+Comment_Filed_04172023.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/6413879b0878575f3199ba09/1679001499449/Engine_Immigration+Fee+comments.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/6580c62f55a78374eecaa39c/1702938159532/Engine+Modernizing+H1B+Requirements+Docket+No+USCIS+2023+0005.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/6585c1bc80c5295634042144/1703264700881/Startup+H1B+comments_Final.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/647e62ec02902140bf604cfa/1686004460472/Engine_R%26D+Letter+%281%29.pdf
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care costs. In September, we organized a letter from 60 women startup founders and leaders in the 
startup ecosystem calling on Congress to permanently expand the child tax credit, which had given 
women founders a financial safety net to pursue entrepreneurship and afford child care.

The other major tax issue that we worked on throughout the year was the increased threat of  
digital service taxes, or taxes by U.S. states and governments abroad on digital tools, including many 
of  the low-cost products and services that startups rely on to launch and scale their companies. 
As the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development process crafting a global tax 
deal is drawn out, some countries have moved ahead with digital service taxes targeting U.S. tech 
companies. We weighed on the OECD process multiple times, including in January when we 
submitted comments explaining how discriminatory taxes on digital services, even those aimed at 
a specific set of  large, U.S. companies, create direct and indirect costs for startups. We reiterated 
these concerns in comments to the Treasury Department in December, urging policymakers to work 
towards adopting a global tax framework that preempts foreign governments’ attempts at digital 
service taxes. We also submitted comments to the Canadian government on its proposed digital 
services tax, arguing that it will harm startups, especially as many look to the Canadian market as 
they grow.

Trade

The need for strong digital trade agreements that support U.S. startup expansion 
abroad was put into the spotlight in late 2023, when the U.S. Trade Representative’s 
decision to withdraw support for key digital trade provisions at the World Trade 

Organization. While that move was widely criticized by bipartisan lawmakers and industry players 
of  all types and sizes, we honed in on the way opening the door for foreign countries to create trade 
barriers for U.S. tech companies will impact startups specifically. In a letter to USTR in October, 
we urged the administration to reverse course and highlighted the startups in our network that are 
impacted by digital trade policy. The letter echoed similar pleas we made to policymakers through-
out the year, including in statements for the record following hearings before the Senate Finance 
and House Ways and Means Committees on the 2023 trade agenda, highlighting the need for strong 
digital trade provisions that support startups ability to succeed abroad.

Earlier in the year, we also responded to USTR’s request for comment on advancing inclusive trade 
policy, highlighting ways to help more U.S. startups led by a more inclusive group of  founders 
succeed internationally. By lowering common barriers to trade encountered by startups—especially 
those led by underrepresented founders that have fewer resources—trade policy can include more 
people and parts of  the economy.

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/65035de9a09d8f4381dc46e1/1694719465665/Final+-+Women+Founder+CTC+letter+%281%29.pdf
https://engineis.squarespace.com/s/Engine-DSTconsultation1-1.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/65942adabfc07a61ccfc71b0/1704209114935/Engine+Treasury+Pillar+1+comments.pdf
https://engine.is/s/Engine-Canada-DST-comments-9_8_23.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/653ab38280bab20aba47a209/1698345894992/Startups_letter+to+USTR.pdf
https://engine.is/s/Trade-Hearing-Statement-for-Record-Senate-Finance.pdf
https://engineis.squarespace.com/s/engine_inclusive_trade_comments.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571681753c44d835a440c8b5/t/6193d03ac7eb9c40442a6740/1637077051416/Making+the+Startup+Ecosystem+More+Equitable+11.15.pdf
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All of  the work detailed in this report is made possible by the generous support of  our funders. 
Specifically, the following donors have recently provided significant support of  $10,000 or more to 
further Engine’s efforts to create a seat at the table for startups in policy conversations: Amazon, 
the Consumer Technology Association, Google, the Marion Ewing Kauffman Foundation, Meta, 
Pinterest, Reddit, and the Stand Together Foundation.

Engine is a 501(c)(3)/(4) non-profit and operates independent of  its funders, and its policy work 
is guided by ongoing conversations with startups in the network. Our work is made possible by 
the startup founders in our network who share their limited time and energy with us in pursuit 
of  a policy environment that fosters a successful startup ecosystem. Whether it’s discussing their 
entrepreneurship journeys through #StartupsEverywhere profiles, taking our surveys, signing our 
letters, filing comments, writing op-eds, or flying to D.C. to participate in our events, the Engine 
team is incredibly grateful for their generosity, and we’re constantly inspired by their optimism, 
creativity, and tenacity. The work we do wouldn’t be possible—or worth doing—without them.




